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2018 has been a watershed year for the privacy field. This overview highlights some of the year's key developments that are discussed in detail in the succeeding chapters.

Obviously, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has been the main attraction. Companies subject to the GDPR have expended and will continue to expend enormous efforts and funds to understand and diagram their data-processing operations. They have also needed to design rigorous new compliance mechanisms, and to implement elaborate systems for providing data subject rights such as access, deletion, rectification and portability.

Now that the GDPR has gone live, as of 25 May 2018, it remains to be seen how the Member State data protection authorities will deploy their significant new penalty authority to enforce substantially more stringent standards. Will US tech companies continue to bear the brunt of EU enforcement wrath, or will the DPAs scrutinise inwards as well?

The world will also be watching to see whether enforcement by the various EU DPAs conforms to acceptable standards of transparency, fairness, due process and consistency. With potential penalties of up to 4 per cent of a company’s global turnover at stake, it is likely that the new European Data Protection Board (EDPB) will have its work cut out to harmonise the data protection policies of increasingly fractious national governments. Will the full range of EU DPAs have the resources, legal authority and administrative experience to enforce the GDPR both fully and fairly?

Perhaps most importantly, will it turn out that the GDPR was worth it?

Given the burdens of complying with the GDPR and the potential for inhibiting technological and commercial innovation, will Europe’s citizens be better or worse off under the GDPR? The correct judgement on this crucial point will depend on whether the privacy benefits of GDPR will outweigh its costs.

One hopes that someone is really paying attention to this question. It will require the acquisition of significant amounts of relevant empirical data to answer it. While privacy and data protection are fundamental rights in the European Union – as they are in most of the world – no society has concluded that privacy rights are absolute. Accordingly, the European Union’s citizens will be well served if EU officials make the effort to monitor the full spectrum of GDPR costs and benefits, and then assess those impacts against the actual privacy risks the GDPR prevents or penalises.

---

1 Alan Charles Raul is a partner at Sidley Austin LLP.
In the United States, privacy regulation has also taken flight – in California. The ‘Golden State’ has adopted the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). That statute will, in January 2020, become by far the most prescriptive privacy law in the United States (not counting federal financial, health, telecom and children’s privacy laws).

The CCPA focuses on requiring explanation and transparency of data collection practices and data uses by companies operating in California (or processing the data of California residents). However, the CCPA is arguably somewhat more reasonable and less restrictive than the GDPR. The CCPA turns primarily on ‘opt-out’ rather than the GDPR’s abiding preference for ‘opt-in’. Moreover, the CCPA does not require burdensome logging of data-processing practices, and does not Authorise enormous potential penalties or private litigation (except with regard to data breaches involving exfiltration of personal data). To be sure, however, the CCPA does Authorise data subject rights similar to those of the GDPR, namely access, deletion and portability. Time will tell whether the CCPA constrains technological innovation as much as the GDPR certainly will. A final point to consider is that the CCPA may yet be subject to further legislative amendment prior to its 1 January 2020 date, and will in addition be subject to interpretative regulations by the state’s Attorney General.

California is not the only US jurisdiction moving on privacy. Besides new legislation in other states, the cities of San Francisco and Chicago have also taken steps in the direction of regulating privacy and data protection at the municipal level. While little may come of the local policy idiosyncrasies, (and the CCPA would largely pre-empt the San Francisco ordinance), all this policymaking activity has inspired the federal government to consider proposing its own privacy legislation. Federal standards could pre-empt or obviate states from going in 50 different directions (as they have done on data breach notification laws).

At the time of writing, the White House had not yet released its privacy proposals, but they are expected to be published before 2019. In the meantime, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has embarked on a substantial series of hearings to examine privacy, big data, artificial intelligence and numerous other consumer protection and competition issues. The FTC is likely to consider very closely what ‘information injuries’ are sufficiently concrete to justify regulatory restriction or enforcement penalties in the realm of alleged privacy or data protection violations. Unlike the European Union, in the United States sanctions are typically only imposed or authorised where the injury at issue is (1) concrete and particularised (i.e., experienced by specific individuals) and (2) de facto and real, rather than wholly abstract. While the United States recognises that intangible injuries may be real and not merely abstract, it will not necessarily be possible to predicate enforcement or private litigation on pure dignitary harm or mild emotional distress. Illusory, trivial or technical privacy harms would not generally support regulation or penalties.

India’s Supreme Court recently held that privacy is a fundamental human right, and the national government is actively considering a comprehensive privacy and data protection regime. India’s proposed new privacy framework is now embodied in draft legislation, which is open for public comment until 30 September 2018. The proposed law appears to follow the EU regime closely. If it is ultimately enacted in this form, we will see whether the new India law enhances or impedes India’s rise as a major hub of technological innovation and digital commerce. India is also considering possible data localisation requirements for storage of personal data in-country and use of local service providers. This could obviously have international trade repercussions.

For the United Kingdom, the key data protection will be – as it will be for many regulatory policy issues – Brexit. In April 2018, the Information Commissioner, Elizabeth
Denham, stated that the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) is preparing for the post-Brexit environment, ‘in order to ensure that the information rights of UK citizens are not adversely affected’ by Brexit.

In the meantime, the UK Data Protection Act 2018 came into force on 23 May 2018. It repealed the 1998 UK Data Protection Act, and introduced certain specific derogations that specify how the GDPR applies in UK law. The Act also addressed certain national security privacy provisions, as well as the powers and obligations of the ICO. The ICO has published extensive guidance on the GDPR.

China continues to release numerous national standards regarding cybersecurity for public comment. These regulatory provisions include ‘Measures on Security Assessment of the Cross-Border Transfer of Personal Information and Important Data’ (which incorporate requirements regarding data localisation and security) as well as the ‘Regulations on Security Protection of Critical Information Infrastructures’. Certain cybersecurity standards are already effective, however, and government agencies are becoming more active in enforcement. To be sure, many specific requirements, procedures and details are still waiting to be developed. Nonetheless, companies are proceeding to implement internal compliance programmes for cybersecurity and the protection of personal information. Under the existing Cybersecurity Law of China, companies are well advised to consider how and whether their existing business operations and practices warrant modification to ensure the requisite level of cybersecurity protection.

In Russia, the requirements for data localisation remain an important concern for international businesses. All personal data of Russian citizens must be stored and processed in the territory of Russia, and the location of such databases must be reported to the Russian data protection authority. Greater stringency of enforcement and more litigation are expected in the years ahead. The ‘Yarovaya Law’ also continues to pose concerns for telecom and internet companies. They are now required to store the contents of telephone calls and text messages for six months, and metadata for one year, and they must also provide significant additional assistance for government access and surveillance.

On 5 February 2018, the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) data protection framework saw Singapore join the United States (2012), Mexico (2013), Japan (2014), Canada (2015), and South Korea (2017) as an approved APEC economy participating in the APEC Cross-Border Privacy Rules system. APEC continues to grow slowly as countries and companies wait to see what develops.

Japan and the European Union announced on 17 July 2018 that they had agreed to grant reciprocal adequacy to their respective data protection regimes. To achieve this mutual recognition, the European Union had established certain conditions, including that Japan agree to treat trade union membership and sexual orientation as sensitive information categories; that data subject rights be accorded to information deleted within six months; and that original purpose limitations be respected; that Japan ensure that EU data transferred out of Japan to non-EU countries retain the same level of protection outside of Japan as in Japan. Also of note in Japan is a pending judicial ruling regarding a data breach case (*Benesse Corporation*). The decision here may define the obligations of businesses to protect personal information and the resulting damages from data breaches.

In addition to joining APEC, Singapore passed the Cybersecurity Act, which is primarily a criminal statute. However, it also created a new Commissioner of Cybersecurity with significant powers to prevent and respond to cybersecurity incidents. It also set up a licensing scheme for providers of certain cybersecurity services. As yet, no regulations or guidance have been provided for general business cybersecurity practices.
Canada finalised regulations to provide additional detail regarding the privacy breach notification requirement under the federal Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA). From 1 November 2018, private companies subject to PIPEDA will be required to notify affected individuals and report to the Privacy Commissioner where a breach of security safeguards would result in a real risk of significant harm to individuals. In 2018, the Federal Court of Canada also affirmed that PIPEDA applies to commercial entities outside Canada if they process personal information about Canadians. Privacy-related litigation in Canada is also expected to grow in the near term.

In Mexico, a significant cyberattack on financial institutions in 2018 is being investigated by the Attorney General. The national data protection authority (INAI) is also investigating to determine whether this incident constitutes a data breach. In addition, INAI has provided non-binding guidance on the status of biometric data as sensitive when (1) it refers to the most intimate sphere of the data subject, (2) can lead to discrimination, and (3) illegitimate use could result in material risk to the data subject. INAI also provided non-binding guidance for protecting personal data on social media.

In July 2018, Brazil adopted a comprehensive data protection law, known as the LGPD. This omnibus privacy regime is modelled closely on the GDPR. The LGPD also established a National Data Protection Authority. Significantly, an important case is pending before the Supreme Court regarding the legality of encryption technology. The issue concerns the role of encryption technology in preventing disclosure of communications content to law enforcement.

And, of course, much privacy and cybersecurity policymaking activity is taking place around the rest of the world as well.

* * *

The outline above highlights the in-depth treatment of the different jurisdictions discussed in detail below. As noted at the outset, 2018 may prove to be a turning point in global privacy and data protection policymaking. ‘Cambridge Analytica’ – shorthand for the active measures of Russia, and perhaps other geopolitical actors, to manipulate social media to interfere with the political processes of Western democracies – will likely become rallying cry for advocates on a par with the ‘Snowden’ impact on the privacy community in 2013.

In order to ensure that policymakers do not learn the wrong lessons from these dramatic events, it will be important for governments to focus precisely on combating real rather than imagined (or negligible) privacy risks. Such calculations are essential to achieve smart regulation rather than foolish over-regulation.

While privacy is, naturally, a fundamental right in democratic countries, governments must nonetheless justify their privacy regulations to their citizens. Without such rigorous justification, which entails a careful balancing of fundamental rights and other important social objectives, data protection policy could end up not actually being beneficial to society. Bad policy will delay or even deny technological development and deployment, thereby stunting social advancement and restricting consumer choice and economic options. ‘Artificial intelligence’ applications are likely to become the next proving ground for how smart regulators are. In all, however, the nurturing and preservation of human dignity and liberty will remain essential – of course.
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